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The problem of the steady irrotational motion of a wing under a free sur- 
Pace will be considered in curvilinear coordinates p, v, connected by a 
conformal mapping 

2 = 0 (b), 6 = p&U (0.1) 

of a circular anaulus onto the region bounded by the contour of the wing 
and the x-axis. The circles p = const in the g-plane correspond to the 
curves p = const in the z-plane; we let the contour of the wing corre- 
spond to the unit circle, and the x-axis to the circle P = Pg. We also 
require that the point at infinity in the z-plane correspond to a point 
on the line v = 0 in the c-plane. 

1. We assume that the wing moves along the positive r-direction with 
velocity C. We limit ourselves to the case of small values of the para- 

meter h = Zghlc’, i.e. the case of large Froude numbers cl, 21. 

Since Laplace’s equation in the curvilinear coordinates p, v, has the 
same form aa in polar coordinates, the velocity potential can be given 

in the form of a series 

9 = & v + 5 (&pm + A-m Pdm) cos mv + i (B,py + B_,p-“) sin rnB (l.i) 
m=1 in==1 

Here r is the circulation around the wing, taken positive in the 
positive direction of v 

The constants AiBi may be found from the boundary conditions on the 
free surface [I] and on the contour of the wing 

q =o for p = pz, ow -& = c cos (n, 2) for p=i (1.2) 
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The condition of impermeability may be written as [31 

3!.=,3!.= i (a,(l) 
ap av _l 

COS mu + /3,(l) sin mu) for p = i (1.3) 

The parameters ai (l), Pi(l), are determined from the mapping function 

(0.1). 

In order to satisfy the condition on 

first term in (1.1) by a Fourier series 

v=2~(--1)“~-’ sin mu 
m 

1 
(--fi<v<n) (1.4; 

Substituting (1.1) into the boundary condition (1.2), and comparing 

the coefficients of the same trigonometric functions, we find A,,, A_,, 

3 RR. #I’ 

For the velocity potential, we get 

the free surface, we replace the 

cp =g+;&i)~ pa” (p” + p”) sin mti + 
1 m(i+pP) 

;t 5 “(l) (p” -pm pa*) cosmv + 5 pm(*) 
i m(l+rP) -i m(i+p.P) 

(pm - pamp-“) sin mu (1.5) 

We show that the velocities, corresponding to the chosen,potential, 

vanish at infinity, i.e. Vp = Vy” = 0. We know that the pole of the 
function o(c) determines the point at infinity of the inverse function, 
thus 

From (1.4) and (1.5). it is, clear that for v = 0 and 1 < p 4 p2, the 

derivatives ?&p/a, and &+~/a v are bounded in absolute value. Consequently, 

av vp= -jjg - 0 (1.6) 

Knowing ‘p(p, v), we find the conjugate stream function q~(p, u) and 

the expression for the complex potential 

w (b) = cp (Pv 

The constant of 

v)+iO(p, a)= & In c + 5 ($,,l;“’ + b_,J”“) + iD (1.7) 
1 

b, = A,,, - iB,. b -m= A-m + iB_nl 

integration D is determined from the condition 
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2. To clarify 
motion of a wing 

The function, 

N. V. Kurdiunova 

lp=o for z=foo or $ (Pa, 0) = 0 

the proposed method of solution, let us consider the 
of almost elliptical shape at large depths. 

giving the conformal mapping of a circular annulus onto 
the given region, has the form 

!z = 0 (E) = &~+A-~+(Q+iP)$L~~m+(Q- i P) 5 x*c” (2.1) 
1 1 

where A, B, Q, P, K are real parameters, to be determined, in which 
O<K<l. 

Formrula (1,2) is so chosen that Im[o(<)l = y = 0 for p = K-‘. Thus 
&=K . 

On the contour of the wing 5 = u = Civ, the mapping function may be 
represented as a Laurent series (/~a1 < 1 

iB 
0 (a) = i-_ -_+-t++(Q+iP)~~+(Q-iPj~ (2.3) 

To calculate A, B, C and K, we assume that, aPProximatelY 

0 (0) =: 01 (a) = A - iB+&G+(Q-iP)-&= 2 

00 co 

=A+++ ~B~x”‘G~+(Q- iP)~C’a-“’ (2.4) 
1 1 

The justification of this assumption will be carried out later. Iso- 

lating in (2.4) the real and imaginary parts, we obtain the approximate 

equations for the wing contour in parametric form 

1 

We show that (2.5) is the equation of an ellipse in Parametric form. 
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We first note that 

(2.6) 

This is easily seen. if we consider the auxiliary function 

20 = zo + iyo = &c=&+i& for Ixal<l (2.7) 

It is known that the geometrical locus of the point (x,, ye) is a 
circle, whose equation coincides with (2.6). Solving the system (2.5) for 
Sl and S2, and substituting the resulting expressions into (2.6). we ob- 
tain the equation of the ellipse 

[ 
&I- 4 Q -(YI- B/2) P+ P) x2 

Qa+P2-Ba 
-- s I a + 

+[ h - *NBQ;-~&-.~;;B 1% Q; ii&,)’ 
(2.8) 

Considering the ellipse to have an angle a with respect to the x-axis, 

and its center to have the coordinates (0, -h). we find 

Qxa B %a (P - B) 
A=----* 7- 1_-d 

+h=O, Q t8i12UEP (2.9) 

For the equation of the ellipse in canonical form x*/a* + y*/b* = 1, 
we have 

%a (Q’ + Pa - BP)’ -- 
(I - xa)a Qa + pa + Ba - 2 1/ Qwq- Pw = aa (2.10) 

%a (QS + PS - Ba)’ 
(1 -%Y1 Q2+Ps+B~+21/Qwa+pwa = ba (2.11) 

B, P, Q and K are found from (2.9). (2.10) and (2.11). 

The signs of B, P and Q must be so chosen that 0 < K < 1 holds, For 
elongated profiles (a/b > 5) and small at/al < 15O) 

B=- ‘$ (a + b) = - 2h + x [a + b - (a - b) cos 2aj (2.12) 

i - x’ 
P=-2x(a-b)cos2a, Q=- ‘G (a - b) sin 2a 

x= 
-2h+f4ha+2(aa-bs)cos2a-(a+ b)a 

2 (a - b) cos 2a - (a + b) 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 

Here h is the distance of the center of the ellipse from the free sur- 
face, a and b are the semi-axes (Fig. 1). In the following table are 
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calculated the parameter K for some values of h/2a, a/b and CL 

I a=0 I a=w 

From (2.14)) we see that as h increases, the parameter K decreases. 
Substituting A, B, P, Q and K in Expression (2.1). we find the desired 
mapping function O(c). 

In conclusion, we verify the correctness of the assumption (2.4). 
From (2.3) and (2.4) we have 

o (a) = 01(a) + Ao (a), A~sta)=(Q +iP)& (2.15) 

Here z1 = oI(o) is the equation of the ellipse in complex form. 

We estimate the absolute value of Ao(o); considering (2.13) and (2.15)‘ 
we obtain the inequality 

I AC-O (5) I = 
x” (1 - 34%) 

21/i - 2x8 co9 1) s, x’ 
(a - b) < q (a - b) 

For h/2a > 1 and 5 < a/b < 15. we have 1 &o(u) 1 < 0.12b according to 
the table and (2.14). i.e. the contour x + my = o(o) is close to an 
elliptic contour rl + iyl = al(o), 

3. We consider the problem of the motion of an almost elliptic wing 
at large depths. Separating in (2.2) the real and imaginary parts, we 

find 

co co 03 

Y(l,Y)=;+(B- P)~d”cosmv+ PZ]~*~co~mv-Q~x~(~-~~)sinmv (3.1) 
1 1 1 

From Formula (1.3) we determine the parameters ow(‘) and p, 
(1) 

a 0) = cmQ@ (IC* - I), m 
@ (l) = cmxm (P m 

~2B_p*~f (3.2) 

Substituting (3.2) into (1.5), and remembering that p2 = K-', we get 

q~~+cQ~*m(XR"-l) 

xam+ 1 
( Xs”P” - pfl) cos mu + 13.3) 

1 

+fz 
co f- l)“X’n ( Pm + Pem ) sin mv + c 5 

1 m(1 +x2") 

xm (F - B - FX* ) &amp” _ Pmm)sin mv 

1 l+Xm 
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Determining (p(p, u), we write the complex potential as (1.7). 

In a similar manner, we may solve the problem of a wing moving near a 

rigid wall. 
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